The Busy Easter Bunny

A Rebus Story

Read the story.

The [rabbit] was very busy. The [rabbit] went to the store. He got some [Easter eggs] at the store. The [rabbit] put the [Easter eggs] in a [pot] and cooked the eggs. The busy [rabbit] got some [grass] and painted the [Easter eggs] pretty colors. He liked the [Easter eggs].

The [rabbit] got a [basket]. He put some [grass] in the [basket]. He put a [bow] on the [basket]. The [rabbit] put the [Easter eggs] in the [basket]. The [basket] was pretty. He was a very happy [Easter bunny].

Key:

- Easter bunny
- basket
- pot
- grass
- paint
- bow
- Easter eggs
- eggs
Read the sentences. Write yes or no on the line.

1. The  bought  at the store.  _____________

2. The  painted some .  _____________

3. The  put a  on the .  _____________

4. The  was very sad.  _____________

5. The  liked the .  _____________

Draw a line to match the words to the pictures.

6. bow

7. paint

8. grass

9. pot

10. eggs
Answers to The Busy Easter Bunny

Page 2:  1. yes
        2. no
        3. yes
        4. no
        5. yes